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The temperature dependence of the gap along the Fermi surface

of underdoped Bi22I2 system is measured by angle-resolved pho-

toemission spectroscopy. Near the nodal region of the Fermi Sur-

face, a gap opens at the superconducting transition temperature 76,

exhibiting a conventional BCS behavior albeit with d-wave shape.

This is in sharp contrast to the most studied gap at the antinodal

region, which is well known not to exhibit any obvious temperature

dependence in its magnitude. This dichotomy leads to a highly non-

trivial temperature dependent evolution of the gap along the Fermi

surface, providing new insights on the relationship between the su-



perconducting gap and pseudogap. They are distinct, as reflected

in the temperature as weil as the doping dependence (/), but at

the same time intimately related as the two gaps merge to form an

almost perfect d-wave form near optimally doping.

The underdoped regime of the cuprate superconductors is full of surprises. The most

mysterious one is the pseudogap, an energy gap which opens at a temperature well above

the superconducting transition temperatur e, Ts (2,3). As direct probes of electronic spec-

tra, angle-resolved-photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) and scanning tunneling spec-

troscopy (STM) data have shown that the magnitude of the gap evolves continuously

across 76r, suggesting that the pseudogap and superconducting gap are of the same ori-
gin (4-7)' In particular, for ARPES spectra taken near the antinodal region, where

the gap is maximal and the spectral lineshape shows a strong temperature dependence,

the spectral peak position does not show anomaly at Ts (?) suggesting that the magni-

tude of the gap is not correlated with the superconducting transition. The absence of
a gap-opening at Zc has been considered as a distinct feature separating the cuprates

from conventional superconductors, in which the pairing gap is the order parameter that

reflects the onset of the supercond.ucting phase transition (g).

Because ofits stark contrast to the behavior ofthe conventional BCS superconducting

gap, the pseudogap phenomenology has generated a spirited debate. The proposed ideas

range from preformed coopper pairs (g,9), spin pairing (10), tocompeting states (11-14).

All these theories are consistent with the importance of the phase coherence, as the
proximity to Mott insulator state suppresses the superfluid density and thus, the phase

stiffness (9' 15)' However, whether the pseudogap is the precursor of superconducting gap

or represents a competing phenomena is an important issue with serious implication for
the theory of High-?c superconductivity.



Aside from earlier ARPES and STM results, a number of other experiments suggest the

presence of two energy gaps. These include recent ARPES measurement on heavily under-

doped Bi22I2 (/), Raman spectroscopy (16, 17), penetration depth measurements (-18),

Andreev reflection (19,20), intrinsic tunneling (21), andfemtosecond spectroscopy (Zp).

In particular, the latter three indicate the presence of a second energy gap which turns

on at Ts. However, these reports of an gap-opening at Ts contain technical uncertainties,

for example, possible junction heating in the intrinsic tunneling, (23), the indirect nature

of femtosceond spectroscopy, and the general difficulty in fabricating tunneling junction

in cuprates. This debate of one versus two gaps has lbeen brought to sharper contrast

because of recent experiments. (1,17,24-26). The basic question is again whether the gap

seen above 7s is the superconducting gap.

In this paper' with ARPES's unique ability to resolve the electronic states in momen-

tum space, we performed detailed temperature and momentum dependent measurements

on underdopedBi22I2 withT6 : 92 (UD92K). We discovered a sudden onset of an en-

ergy gap at T6 along the Fermi Arc near the nodal region (the diagonal of the Brillouin

zone), which remains un-gapped at Tg; this is in contrast with the well-know pesudo-

gap in the antinodal region, which does not exhibit any obvious change in its magnitude

across Tc (/r,28). This distinct temperature dependence of the gap between the nodal and

antinodal region leads to a temperature dependent evolution of the gap function lA3(Z)l

below Ts. Our data suggest an intricate picture for the energy gap mystery in underdoped

cuprates. On the one hand, there are two distinct gaps; one, which turns on atTg, is the

superconducting gap; the other, which develops at a temperature well above ?6, is the

pseudogap. On the other hand, there is a intimate relationship between the two gaps.

For example, the gap profile of our UD92K sample along the Fermi surface is temperature

dependent and smoothly evolves from two gaps into a simple d-wave form at a temper-



ature well below ?6, revealing a mysterious interplay between the superconducting gap

and pseudogap.

High quality single crystal of slightly underdoped Bi2Sr2CaCuzOa with Tc : g2 K were

selected for the experiments. Angle-resolved photoendission spectroscopy measurements

were performed at beamline 5-4 of Stanford Synchrotton Radiation Laboratory (SSRL)

with a SCIENTA R4000 photo-electron analyzer. PhotQns with an energy of.22.7 eV were

used to excite the photo-electrons and the total energy resolution was set to 7 meV for

the data shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 and 5 meV for the flata shown in Fig. 2. To maintain

a clean surface, the sample were cleaved i,n situ and lneasured in a ultra high vacuum

chamber with a pressure of better than 7 x 10-11 Torr. (See the section of "Materials and

Methods" for more details.)

The ARPES spectrum represents the occupied part of the single-particle spectral func-

tion, which is distorted nea^r the Fermi energy .Ep because of the Fermi-Dirac function

cut-off (FD cut-off). Att approximate way to removed this distortion effect is to divide

the ARPES spectrum by an effective Fermi-Dirac function, which is generated from the

convolution of the FD function at the sample temperature with the energy resolution

function. One advantage of this procedure is that it reveals the band dispersion above

Ep at higher temperatures, where there is an appreciable spectral weight above Ep due

to the thermal population. In Fig. 1(a), we plotted thq false-color image of the effective

Fermi-Dirac function divided spectra along the Fermi surface at three different tempera-

tures for the UD92K sample. As shown in the data taken at above T6 (102K, top row of

Fig. 1(a)), the energy band (the high intensity region) clearly disperses across .Ep for the

cuts C1 to C4, suggesting that above ?s, there is no detectable gap on the Fermi Surface

between the node and the intermediate region. In contrast to this gapless Fermi Arc

region, the band dispersion near the antinode (C5 to C8) breaks up near ^Op indicating



the existence of an energy gap, the well-known pseudogap. We note that this momentum

dependence of the pseudogap is consistent with previous data (/r,5).

When the system is cooled down from above Ts tb below Ts, the magnitude of the

gap exhibits a dichotomy in the temperature dependepce between the nodal and antin-

odal regions. At the antinodal region (C8), the magriitude of the gap does not exhibit

detectable temperature dependence across 7c', although a sharper peak in the spectrum

begins to develop when the temperature is lower than ?6', as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). The

lack of temperature dependence of the antinodal gap size was previously considered as

evidence that pseudogap is associated with preformed Cooper pairs which lack the phase

coherence necessary for superconductivity (8,9). On t\e other hand, for the FS near the

nodal region (C1 to C4), an energy gap opens up right helow Tg (82K, the middle row of

Fig. 1 (b)), and becomes larger as the system cools doqn to a temperature well below 76'

(10 K, the lowest row of Fig. 1(a).). We note that at 82K, there is appreciable thermal

population above ?5:, such that the upper branch of the Bogoliubov dispersion can be

clearly seen in the raw spectrum for C1-C4, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). This observa-

tion implies that the gap near the nodal region represents a true superconducting gap,

since the Bogoliubov band dispersion is an hallmark of the superconducting state when a

superconducting gap opens on the Fermi surface.

The left panel of Fig. 2(a) illustrates a detailed temperature dependence of the FD-

divided Energy Distribution Curves (EDCs) for UD92K sample near location "A" indi-

cated in the inset of Fig. 2(b). Upon warming up from 20 K to the 103 K, the spectral

peak is seen to move closer to Ep, reaching the Ep wherr the temperature is higher than

7c. This suggests that the superconducting gap at location A vanishes above 7c'. In the

right panel of Fig. 2(a), symmetrized EDCs are also plotted providing another method

to visualize the behavior of the gap at the Fermi crossing point kp (5); consistent with



the FD-divided spectrum, the superconducting gap cdllapses al Ts. We further tried to

extract the gap size from the data by fitting the symlnetrized spectra to a model (28),

which contains a "minimum" set of parameters: the gap size and the lifetime broadening of

the quasi-particles (see the section of "Materials and N,{ethods" for details of the fitting).

The fitted gap sizes of two different locations near t\e nodal region are plotted versus

temperature in Fig. 2(b). At both locations, the gap gpadually decreases as temperature

approaches Ts, and vanishes at a temperature close to ?6, following the functional form

of A(7) in weak-coupling BCS theory surprisingly wlll (2h. This is different from a

previous picture for the underdoped cuprates, which srlggested that the superconducting

gap was well developed at Tc, as if ?6' didn't play a rdle in the energy gap of the single

particle spectral function (/r,28).Here, on the contrarly, our data suggest that near the

nodal region, there exists a portion of the Fermi surfade where the superconducting gap

opens at T6: even for the underdoped system.

Fig. 3(a) shows the fitted gap size of the UD92K data used in Fig. 1 along the Fermi

surface in which the temperature dependence of the gqp can be roughly sorted into two

different groups. One group is the region near the nope where the gap is temperature

dependent with an onset temperature close to 7c. The pther group is associated with the

antinodal region, which does not show any obvious terpperature dependence across T6:,

as reported previously (4,28). We also note that the pCS curves (dashed lines) starts

to deviate from the data when moving toward the anti$odal region suggesting a smooth

transition from one group to the other. With these {wo rather different temperature

variations, an unusual temperature evolution of the gap function lA,,(")l along the Fermi

surface can be sketched. As shown by the 82 K data in Fig. 3(b), the gapless region near

the node at above ?6 begins to develop a gap consisteirt with the simplest drz-." form,

I cos k' - cos lcolf 2 (indicated by a straight line) at a temlerature right below ?6, whereas



the gap near the antinodal region apparently deviatds from the d-wave gap developed

near the nodal region. Surprisingly, for this doping, r,yhen the system is cooled down to

a temperature well below ?6r, the momentum dependence of the gap on the entire FS

is consistent with the simplest d,*r-,, form. This evollrtion of the gap function can also

be extracted without using a model. In the inset of S'ig. 3(b), we plotted the gap size

extracted from the peak position of FD-divided spectrum, which exhibits a consistent

temperature dependent evolution with Fig. 3(b).

The evolution of the momentum dependence of tfre gap for the UD92K sample is

schematically illustrated in Fig. 3(c). Above ?g, therd exists a gapless Fermi arc region

near the node; while a pseudogap has already developed near the antinodal region as

illustrated by the red curve in Fig. 3(c). When the systepn is cooled down to a temperature

below Tc, a superconduclingd*z-oz gap begins to ope4 along the near nodal arc region.

In the antinodal region, a sharp peak in the spectrurrl begin to develop, while the gap

remains about the same as that above ?c. In addition, the gap profile in this region

deviates from the expected simple d,rz-oz form developed in the Fermi arc region. At

a temperature well below Ts, the superconducting gcip with the simplest dr"-r, form

eventually extends across entire Fermi surface. This change of the gap function in the

superconducting state (T < Tc) is in sharp contrast to the mean field behavior, in which

the momentum dependence of the gap should not change with temperature once it is below

7s. Thus, the observed temperature dependent evolution of the gap function implies a

profound interplay between the superconducting gap anLd pseudogap. (99)

We also remind the readers that the distinct temperature dependence of the gap

in different part of momentum space has been reportqd in literatures (5,28) with less

detailed momentum dependence. We note that the repofted data were taken at locations

away from the gapless nodal Fermi arc regionl thus, the behavior is consistent to that



of C5-C7 shown in Fig. 3(a), whose gaps have alread$ opened at Ts. With information

only restricted in this region, the authors concluded thbt the pseudogap smoothly evolves

into the superconducting gap implying that they reprepent the identical energy scale, the

d-wave pairing amplitude (5). In addition, in this gcenario, one should not expect a

temperature dependent gap function below Tc', since fhe gap has already developed at

?6r. However, our new finding about a sudden onset ofthe superconducting gap at Ts near

the node and a temperature dependent evolution of tlre gap function below 76' suggest

that the previous conclusion needs to be revised. l

We believe that our data is unlikely to be explained within a single gap picture. We

are not aware of any single mechanism that would credte an energy gap which opens at

different temperatures on the same sheet of the Fermi surface. In addition, the temper-

ature dependent evolution of the gap function for the pntire FS in the superconducting

state (7 a Tc) seems also very difficult to be reconcile by the single gap picture. Thus,

it is more reasonable to conclude that there exists tWo energy gaps. The energy gap

which opens at Ts near the nodal region is associated with the order parameter of the

different mechanism may or may

with the two-gap picture derived

not related to the supbrconductivity. This is consistent

from the doping depepdence measurements on heavily

superconducting state; while the psuodogap at the antipodal region is associated with a

underdoped 812212 described in our recent work (/). Flrrthermore, this temperature de-

pendence dichotomy of the nodal and antinodal region drle to the presence of two gaps can

also explain the disagreements between different experirhental probes; some probes, such

as Andreev reflection (20), maybe more sensitive to the rlodal region or the superconduct-

ing condensate; thus, they detect a BCS-like temperature dependent superconducting gap.

As for the STM data, the momentum integrated spectral are dominated by the antinodal

region due to larger phase space. Further, the reporte$ temperature dependence data



were focus on the evolution of the peak at higher bi{s voltag" (6), which maybe more

sensitive to the antinodal region; thus a temperature ihdependent gap, the pseudogap, is

measured. We speculate that a detailed study on the low bias voltage of STM data may

provide important information on the behavior of the gb,p. Raman scattering on the other

hand, via its polarization dependence, can be sensitivd to the gap in both regions of the

Fermi surface (16,17).

What are the relationship between the observed dwo gaps? On the one hand, the

sudden onset of the superconducting gap near the nodai region seems suggest a competing

nature with the pseudogap at the antinodal region; od the other hand, the evolution of

the gap profile into a simple d-wave form at low tempdrature observed in UD92K sample

seems to suggest a intimate relationship between the pseudogap and superconducting

gap. Theoretical calculations, in which the pseduoga! is ascribed to a charge density

wave competing with the superconducting state (14), dbmonstrate a similar temperature

dependence and doping dependence of the gap profile shown in this paper and our recent

study on heavily underdoped system (/). Likewise, tdeories, which treat pseudogap as

preform Cooper pairs, could also exhibit a two-gap bbhavior. For example, bipolaron

theories (30) demonstrate a distinct temperature dependent behaviors of two energy gaps,

in which one gap open at Ts in a fashion of BCS-like behavior and the other is essentially

temperature independent across 7c'. More detailed thebretical and experimental studies

are needed in order to further clarify whether the pseqdogap and superconducting gap

are competing or commensal. Nevertheless, the identifipation of two energy gaps on the

Fermi surface directly from single pa.rticle spectral functfon via ARPES shall brine us one

step closer to reveal this mystery.



Materials and Methods (For

Sample and Experimental Method

Supporting Materials)

Single crystals of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O615 were grown by the floating zone technique. The carrier

concentrations of the samples were carefully adjustedlby the post annealing procedure.

Slightly underdoped samples (UD92K) were prepared $y a heat-treatment of the crystals

in air at 800'C for 200 hours, followed by rapid quenchidg to room temperature. The onset

temperature of superconducting transition, ft-, deteimined by SQUID magnetometry,

was 92 K with a transition width Iess than 1K.

Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy measurelnents were performed at beamline

5-4 of Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SS&L) with a SCIENTA R4000 photo-

electron analyzer. For the underdoped 92 K samples, ufe used photons with an energy of

22.7 eY to excite the photo-electrons. Total energy re$olution was set to 7 meV for the

data shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, while the data showir in Fig.2(a-b) were measured at

an energy resolution of 5meV. The measurements were performed in the f - Y quadrant

in the First Brillouin zone, where the main Fermi surfbce near the nodal region can be

well separated from the replica Fermi surface due to fhe photo-electron diffraction by

the super-modulation of the crystal structure. The tergrperature fluctuation during our

measurement was less than 0.1 K. To maintain a clean surface, the sample were cleaved

i,n si,tu and measured in a ultra high vacuum chambef with a pressure of better than

7 x 10-11 Torr.

We also note that at 22.7 eV both bonding band and hntibonding band can be resolved

in the data. At the antinodal region, since the antibondirtrg band and replica Fermi surface

due to crystal super-modulation mix up and can not be distinguished, we traced the gap

along the Fermi surface of bonding band, which was use$ to make Fig. 3 in our paper.

t0



Fitting the Gap size

To fit the gap size we used the phenomenological rrJodel described in Ref (28). The

self-energy at Fermi crossing point kp in the supercon{ucting state may be expressed as

according to

A2
E(lcr ,a) :  - i l  *  1,

a

where f is the life time of the quasi-particle related !o the width of the spectrum and

A represents the gap at Fermi crossing point. The spectral function is then calculated

- t , - )  
7T 

\ ' - r r* /  
7T'" ' ) '_E(kp,U) '

In addition, a Gaussian convolution corresponding to the instrument resolution was ap-

plied to the spectral function. Finally, we fit our symr4etrized spectra to the convoluted

spectral function to obtain the A and f. In each cut, all available EDCs near the kp

were fitted; the gap size were determined by averagin$ over the EDCs which are in the

proximity of the EDC(s) yielding the smallest fitted gaf size.

We note that this model fits reasonably to the dath when a clear peak exists in the

spectral; thus, all superconducting state data shown iir the paper can be fit fairly well

by this model. The results we have shown in this paper were obtained by fitting the

symmetrized data in the energy range of * 70 meV; we have also checked that the choice

of the fitting range is not sensitive to the fitted A si{rce there is a sharp peak in the

spectrum. The error bar for the superconducting gap rpported in our paper is set to be

*2 meV, which was estimated by the uncertainty from the fitting procedure (- 0.5 meV),

uncertainty of fermi energy (- 0.5 meV), and another tr00 % margin.

To obtain the gap size for the pseudogap in C5-C7, dre also used the same model phe-

nomenologically. We found that the fitting is not as robqst as it is in the superconducting

11



gap' especially for the data taken at a location near {ntinodal region, such as C7. This

is because there is no clear peak in the spectrum, as {llustrated in the Fig. 1 (c) of our

paper. The fitted A exhibits larger fluctuation with different choice of the fitting range

yielding a larger error bar.
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panel) and symmetrized spectra (right panel) for 76,:$2K samples, respectively. Both
methods indicate the gap vanishes tear Tg. (b) The temperature dependence of the
gap size for Ts:g2y samples, respectively, at momentufn positions close to the node, as
indicated in the insets. The gap size was obtained by fi{ting the symmetrized spectra to
a phenomenological model proposed in Ref (28). The dqshed lines show the temperature
dependence of the superconducting gap predicted in wea!-coupling BCS theory and serve
as a guide-to-the-eye for our data. We note that the A4(7 : 0) for the BCS curves are
adjusted independently in order to match the data at diffierent locations.
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Figure 3: Temperature dependence of the gap profile 
ltot BD2r2 uDg2K sample. (u)

*:::l:1"::r-.]:]T'_u_.':u: 
temperatur: 

l:l-,"]:.ri,," mo-",,tum locations aLng the

r rsurv ,. rcrilperatrure oependence ot the gap profile lfot 8i2212 uDg2K sample. (u)The fitted gap values versus temperature for-selective momentum locations along theFermi sutface' which- a-re defined in Fig. 1 (b). The a"$rr"J hnes show the temperaturedependence expected from weak- coupring bbs tn.ory] 1uy T}r. fitted ;;; .,.rr,r, tt 
"simplest d,z-o" function, lcos&, - coskol/2. The lines [re guides-to-the-eyes indicatingthe expected momentum dependence of i*-a, form. Thf inset shows the same plot withthe gap determined from the Fermi-Dirac function dividpd spectrum. (c) An illustrationof the gap profile evolution for UD92K sample from abo.{re Tc to below ?c,.
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